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This bulletin provides information about the educational programs offered through the
University of Nebraska Medical Center's College of Dentistry. The UNMC faculty, the
administrati on, and the University of Nebraska Board of Regents have au thorized statements presented in this bulletin as indicating the current requ irements, practices, and
procedures for applicati on for admission to the College and the Medical Center; admission
requ irements for residents and nonresidents; course offerings, content, and description;
general and professional requirements for graduation; tu ition and fees; and costs for education, books, and supplies.
All statements w ith in this bulletin are announcements of present policies only and are
subject to change at any ti me wi thout prior notice. They are not to be regarded as offers to
contract.
It is the pol icy of the University of Nebraska Medical Center not to discriminate on the
basis of sex, age, handicap, race, co lor, religion, mari tal status, veterans status, or national
or ethnic origin in its educational programs, admissions policies, employment policies,
financial aid or other school-administered programs. This policy is enforced by federal law
under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
and Section 504 of the Rehabil itation Act of 1973. Inquiries regarding compliance with
these statutes may be directed to the Affirmative Action Officer, University of Nebraska
Medical Center, telephone (402) 559-7394, or to the D irector of the Office for Civil Rights,
Department of Health and Human Services, Washington, D.C.
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The University of Nebraska is composed of three major subdivisions: the University of
Nebraska-Li ncoln (UNL), the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO), and the University
of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC). Each of the three major subdivisions is led by a
chancellor who reports to a University-wide president. Each is ultimately governed by an
11 ·member Board of Regents w hich insures that the University meets its ultimate goal of
quality instructi on, research, and public service for the citizens of the state.
The College of Dentistry actively seeks to fu lfill the goals of the University through its
(baccalaureate, masters, and doctoral) programs . As one of the 10 major units of UNMC, it
shares the pati ent care, research, and community service programs of the Medical Center.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
The University's Heritage
Founded in 1869, the University of Nebraska is one of the major institutions
of public higher education in mid-America. On its Lincoln and Omaha campuses, it serves approximately 40,000 students.
The University's classes began September 7, 1871, in the original building,
University Hall, which was located on the edge of the then new Nebraska capital
vi llage of Lincoln . Despite deep econom ic difficulties and disputes over policy,
the University survived its early years and by 1886 had inaugurated the first
program in graduate education west of the Mississippi. In 1908 it received membership in the Association of American Universities, evidence of the high quality
of its effort in teaching and research.
The Present Organization
The University of Nebraska is composed of three major subdivisions; the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL), the University of Nebraska at Omaha
(UNO), and the University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC). Each of the
three major subdivisions is led by a Chancel lor who reports to a University-wide
President. Each is ultimately governed by an eleven-member Board of Regents
which insures that the University meets its ultimate goal of quality instruction,
research, and public service for the citizens of the state.
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
There are two campuses in Lincoln; one, the Downtown or City Campus, 195
acres, developed on the original site; the other, The East Campus, 332 acres,
about three miles away, developed on the location of the College of Agriculture.
There were 25,102 students enrolled in UNL programs in the fall of 1982, and it is
from these campuses that the University's outstate activities, including the Experiment Stations and Agricultural Extension Service offices, are directed.
On the City Campus are the Colleges of Architecture, Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration, Engineering and Technology, Teachers College, and the
School of Journalism. The College of Nursing Lincoln Division is also located on
the City Campus. The Schools of Life Sciences and Music are parts of the College
of Arts and Sciences, and the School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation is in the Teachers College.
On the East Campus are the College of Agriculture, the Col lege of Home
Economics, the College of Law, and the College of Dentistry building. The Nebraska Center for Continuing Education is also located on East Campus.
The University of Nebraska at O maha
Formerly the Municipal University of Omaha, an institution founded in 1908,
The University of Nebraska at Omaha came under direction of the University of
Nebraska Board of Regents in 1968.
The University of Nebraska at Omaha is located on a campus of more than 70
acres at 60th and Dodge Streets. It served 14,014 students in the fall of 1982.
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The U niversity of Nebraska at Omaha is composed of ni ne colleges: the
College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Education, the College of Business
Administration, the College of Engineering and Technology, the College of Continuing Studies, the Col lege of Home Economics, the College of Public Affairs and
Community Service, the College of Fine Arts, and Graduate Stud ies and Research.
University of N ebraska Medical Center

The University of Nebraska Medical Center, located on more than a 25-acre
tract in central Omaha, is the hub of a complex and diversified medical community. The Center includes the Colleges of Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, and
Graduate Studies . A School of All ied Health Professions functions within the
College of Medicine. The College of Dentistry is administratively part of the
Medical Center even though the Dentistry bui lding is on the East Campus of the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Other facilities util ized for teaching and research located on the Medical Center Campus include: the Eugene C. Eppley
Institute fo r Research in Cancer and Allied D iseases, the C. Louis Meyer Children's Rehabilitation Institute, the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute and the Un iversity of Nebraska Hospital and Clinic. Enrol lment at the Medical Center totaled
2,564 in 1982 .
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THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
The College of Dentistry, wh ile it is a part of the University of Nebraska Medical Center,
is located in Lincoln, Nebraska, on th e East Campus of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
This location is only five minutes from th e City Campus and 15 minutes from the Lincoln
airport. Also located on the East Campus are the College of Law, the College of Agricu lture,
the College of Home Economics, the Barkley Speech and Hearing Center, and the Nebraska
Center for Continuing Educati on.
The physical faci lity of the College of Dentistry is relatively new and is completely
self-contained with regard to its curriculum. It contains its own library, basic science
fac ilities, and clinical areas. In addition, th e College of Dentistry is equipped w ith a fine
modern television studio, equipped for transmission to all classrooms and laboratories for
teach ing purposes. Particular attenti on has been placed on modern laboratory and clinica l
equipment. The laboratories are well designed for preclinical disciplines and the clinical
areas are pleasant, modern areas in wh ich each student has his or her own semiprivate work
area.
The College of Dentistry also houses support laboratories wh ich aid the student in
completing clinica l requirements, particularl y in fixed and removable prosthodontics. In
addition, the College of Dentistry has five specialty cl inics in the areas of pedodontics,
endodontics, periodonti cs, oral surgery, and orthodontics.
Courses in the College of Den ti stry are open only to those students who are formally
accepted by the Ad missions Committee as students in the College of Dentistry.

HISTORY
The College of Dentistry in Lincoln was started as the Lincoln Dental College in 1899. It
became affiliated w ith the University of Nebraska in 1903 when dental students were
enrolled in the University for the basic science portion of the curriculum and received their
cl inical instructi on from the Lincoln Dental College. In 1918, the College of Dentistry was
forma lly made a unit in the University of Nebraska and was recognized as a col lege in the
University of Nebraska by the State Legislature in 1919. The College of Dentistry has a
proud history and its graduates have practiced with d istinction in all areas of the United
States.

PHILOSOPHY
The curri cu lum and, consequently, the physical fac ility of the College of Dentistry have
been designed to inculcate an atmosphere of comprehensive patien t care. The pri me mission of the College of Denti stry ·is to prepare competent general practitioners and dental
hygienists who can satisfactori ly practice dentistry and dental hygiene in any area of the
country and render comprehensive pati ent care. Heavy emphasis is placed on the understanding of the community, of preventive dentistry, and of all componen ts of the therapeutic
procedures constituting the profess ions of dentistry and dental hygiene.

ACCREDITATION
The University of Nebraska is ful ly accredited by the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, the accredi ting agency for the region in which the University is located.
The College of Dentistry is fully accredited by the Commission on Dental Accreditation.
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GOALS OF THE COLLEGE
The College of Dentistry strives to create a total learning environment in which each
graduate is instilled w ith the determination to provide conscientious care to patients, along
w ith a sense of respons ibility to self, the community and the profession. The curriculum for
both students of dentistry and dental hygiene provides an orderly progression of knowledge
and skills, reflecting the interdependence of biological, behavioral, and clinical sciences.
At the same time, the curriculu m is fl exible, permitting variations in background, interests
and career aims and allowing the potential of each student to f ully develop.
Overall, the basic undergraduate program goals of the College focus on five interwoven
areas:
-Scientific Development
-Diagnostic Skills and Treatm ent Planning
-Clinical Treatment and Technical Performance
-Practice Administration
-Personal, Professional and Community Responsibility
Each of these areas addresses a set of goals upon which the curriculum objectives of the
College are based. Therefore, upon completion of the undergraduate program, the student
is expected to demonstrate achievement of the stated goals in each area. (Those marked
w ith an asterisk• are appropriate for the dental hygiene graduate with in legal limitations,
statutes, ru les and regulations relating to Dental Hygiene).
Scienti fic Development
*1. Display thorough knowledge of the basic health sciences.

*2 . Apply basic science knowledge in clinica l prac ti ce.
*3 . Recognize the need for dental research and relate research to clinical practice where
applicable.
*4. Interpret and evaluate scientific literature correctly.
•s. Apply a scientific approach to problem solving.
Diagnostic Skills and Treatment Planning
*1. Formulate and evaluate complete and adequate patient health histories.

•2. Examine the oral cavity and related structures in a systematic and comprehensive
manner, recognizing any significant departure from good oral health.
3. Diagnose and evaluate diseases and disorders of the oral cavi ty and related structures.
*4. Develop a treatment plan designed to restore and/or maintain the oral health of the
individual patient.
S. Utilize appropriate medical d iagnostic procedures, records, and hospital protocol in
the examination and treatment of medically compromised patients.
Clinical Treatment and Technical Performance
• 1. Following diagnosis, prevent, intercept, and/or treat oral conditions to restore and

maintain good oral health, recogniz ing the need for referral and/or consultation for
some disorders.
*2. Utilize basic science knowledge in the performance of treatment.
*3. Utilize the appropriate skill s required in the practice of general dentistry.
*4. Provide treatment in a way that minimizes patient anxiety and engenders confidence in
treatment.
•s. Communicate professional information in a manner understandable to the patient.
Practice Administration

• 1. Apply principles of business and fiscal management in the practice of dentistry.
2. Organize equipment and physical plant fac ilities for various dental care systems.
3. Recognize and implement appropriate organizational patterns for various types of denta l practice.
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4. Apply principles of personnel management in the selection, training and utilization of
dental auxiliaries.
•s. Utilize appropriate available systems for the delivery and financing of dental care.
Personal, Professional and Community Responsibility
*1. Manage his/her own behavior effectively in developing professional and personal
goals.
*2. Nurture a concern for people and their attitudes.
*3. Maintain personal mental and physical health.
*4. Work and communicate in a manner th at fosters an effective learning environment for
all members of the co llege commun ity.
•s. Demonstrate knowledge of the ethical standards, laws and regu lations relating to the
dental profession and be able to apply them in practice.
*6. Recognize the need for participation in continuing education to maintain current
knowledge throughout his/her professional career.
*7. Recognize the importance of communication and cooperation with allied professions.
*8. Support and participate in professional organizations and community dentistry programs.
*9. Support and participate in community organizations and activities.
*10. Recognize politica l events that affect or shape health care delivery in general, dentistry in particular.
•1 1. Evaluate objectively the professional performance of peers.
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PROGRAM IN DENTISTRY
PREDENTAL REQUIREMENTS
It is to the advantage of a student intent upon a career in dentistry to pursue a strong
college preparatory course in high school, including as many courses in science and
mathematics as possible.
Students who are uncertain about their interest in dentistry are invited to contact the
Admissions Committee coordinator, College of Dentistry, University of Nebraska Medical
Center, Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0740. All students considering careers in dentistry are
welcome to visit the College.
Most applicants for admission have completed three years of college preparation, including specified predental courses. The required courses can generally be completed in
the first two years of col lege. Therefore, while completing the preferred three years of
college, students are encouraged to work toward a degree in their optional field of interest
since admission cannot be assured.
Students enrolled at the University of Nebraska- Lincoln receive their predental instruction from the College of Arts and Sciences. Whether enrolled at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln or elsewhere, predental students should take the following courses during their
first two undergraduate years:

First Year
First Semester

Hours

English composition ..
Inorganic chemistry.
. .... . . . ... . .
General biology (life sciences) ...... . .
Humanities or social science
electives .......... . .... . . .

3
4
4

5

Second Semester

Hours

English composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inorganic chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General zoology (life sciences) . . . . . . .
Humanities or social science
electives. . ... . . . . . . .

3
4
4
5

Second Year
First Semester

Hours

Organic chem istry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
General physics ..... . ...... . . . ..... 4-5
Humanities or social science
electives .. . ...... . . .. . . . . ...... .. 8-9

Second Semester

Hours

4
Organic chem istry .... .. . . .. .
General physics .............. . . . . . . 4-5
Humanities or social science
electives ....... . ....... . ....... . . 8-9

While it is possible to gain admission to the College of Dentistry with 64 credit hours,
the vast majority of the students admitted have 89. Students wi ll not be admitted who have
not completed the prescribed number of semester hours by the end of the spring or second
semester. A student who expects to be considered for admission should have achieved a
grade average of B or better.
A maximum of four credit hours in physical education or in military or naval science
may be used to meet the minimum credit hour requirement.
It is advisable for a student to work toward a degree in his/her optional field of study
beyond the sophomore year. A combined program is available for a student who wishes to
obtain a bachelors degree from the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln before earning a degree in dentistry. Third-year courses should be
selected in consultation with a predental adviser or an adviser in the optional field of study.
In addition to basic preparation in science, courses should be selected which will
broaden the student's intellectual background and lay the groundwork for a full professional
life. The following electives are especially appropriate: anthropology, business organization, English literature, economics, mathematics, political science, psychology, scientific
Greek, sociology, li fe sciences (biochemistry, microbiology, zoology, genetics).
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TRANSFER OF CREDITS
The University Board of Regents on January 11, 1975, establ ished policy resulting in
these statements:
"The University of Nebraska Medical Center Registrar wil l maintain a record of names
and credit hours of courses taken at other institutions of higher learning in Nebraska and,
upon the student's request, provide unofficial copies of such records only as authorized by
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974."
"Grades received in courses presented for advanced standing credit w ill not appear on
the permanent record sheet of the student."
The applicability of transferred cred its to entrance and degree requi rements or petitions
for advanced standing is determined by the dean of the College and Adm issions Committee
members on an individual basis after all necessary materials are submitted. Credits must be
earned at a fully accredited institution of higher learning. Courses not considered applicable
are:
1. graded " I" (Incomplete), "W" (Withdrawa l), or Aud it
2. completed but not given for cred it
3. those remedial in :-,ature.

ADMISSION GUIDELINES
Students may be considered for admission who are academical ly prepared* and are
United States citizens'or resident aliens at the time of application. The University of Nebraska Medical Center College of Dentistry is a state institution and preference is given to legal
residents of the State of Nebraska. Dental education contracts presently exist with the states
of North Dakota and Wyoming whereby a lim ited number of state-approved legal residents
are accepted to satisfy contract quotas.
'
A limited number of students from states other than Nebraska or contract states may be
accepted for the freshman class.
Al l men and women planning to attend the University of Nebraska Medical Center
under Chapters 31, 34, and 35 of the educational assistance and vocational rehabilitation
laws administered by the Veteran's Adm inistration should inquire at the Office of Academic
Records, 3018 Conkling Hall, UNMC, Omaha, or Office of Registration and Records, 207
Administration Building, University of Nebraska- Lincoln, before they register, to make sure
all necessary arrangements have been made.
In accordance with University policy, UNMC prohibits the denial of admission or of
Medical Center privileges to students or applicants on the basis of race, color, sex, national
origin, age, handicap, or rel igious or political beliefs. These privileges include, but are not
limited to, admission, class assignments, scholarships, fellowships, assistantships, and
financial aid, as well as housing and recreational facil ities. Furthermore, student organizations must base their selection of students for membership on criteri a which wi ll not include
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, or handicap.
Admittance to UNMC programs wi ll not be denied to otherwise qualified handicapped
individuals solely by reason of their handicap. Qualified handicapped persons are those
who meet the academic and techn ical standards for each program. These nonacademic
skills are essential to successful program completion.
In summary, UNMC policies are in accordance with: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

*The College has no specific requirements regarding the absolute minimal scholastic average or DAT
scores. In some cases, applicants who have a low scholastic average will be evaluated on their performance over the last three or four semesters of college. Applicants with this type of situation should have
included some science courses in their schedule, with a suggested load of 14-16 hours per semester, and
shown significant scholastic improvement.
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1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Secti ons 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Sections 799A and 854 of the Public Health Services Act.
Al l students must be legal residents of their states at the time of application (deadline
date, December 1, of the academic year prior to the year of matriculation).

TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Decisions by the College of Dentistry Adm issions Committee are based on prior scholastic achievement, personality and emotional characteri sti cs, motivation, industry, resourcefu lness, and personal health. Admission decisions do not discriminate on the basis of sex,
race, creed, or national origin. Students must possess the intelligence, integrity, and personal and emotional characteristics appropri ate to the successful dentist.
Admissions cri teria do not discriminate against persons with handicapping conditions
except that all candidates must meet minimum technical standards to function successfully
as students and later as practitioners of dentistry. The technical standards include:
1. Observation. The candidate must be able to observe demonstrations and experiments in
the basic sciences. He or she must be able to observe a patient accurately at a distance
and close at hand. Observation requires the functional use of the sense of vision, tactile
sensati on, and the sense of smell.
2. Communication. A candidate should be able to speak, to hear, and to observe patients
to elicit information, describe changes in mood, activity, and posture, and perceive
nonverbal com munication. He/she must be able to communicate effectively and sensitively w ith patients. Communication includes not only speech but reading and writing.
The candidate must be able to communicate effectively and efficiently in oral and
written form with all members of the health care team.
3. Motor. Candidates must have sufficient motor function to elicit information from patients
by palpation, auscultation, percussion, and other diagnostic maneuvers including instrument manipulation. He/she must be able to carry out diagnostic procedures and read
radiographs . A candidate must be abl e to execute motor movements required to provide
general ca re and emergency treatment to patients. Such motor movements requ ire coordination of both gross and fine muscular movements, equilibrium and functional use of
the senses of touch and vision.
4. Intellectual -Conceptual, Integrati ve, and Quantitative Abilities. Candidates are required to exhibit abilities that include measurement, ca lculation, reasoning, analysis,
and synthesis. Problem solving requi res all of these intellectual abilities. The candidate
must be able to comprehend three-dimensiona l relationships and to understand the
spatial relationships of structures.
5. Behavioral and Social Attributes. A candidate must possess the emotional health required for full utilization of his/her intellectual abilities, the exercise of good judgment,
the prompt completion of all responsibi lities attendant to the diagnosis and care of
patients, and the development of mature, sensitive, and effective relationships with
patien ts. Candidates must be able to tolerate physically taxing workloads and to function
effectively under stress. He/she must be able to adapt to a changing environment, to
display flexibi lity, and to learn to function in the face of uncertainties inherent in the
clin ical problems of many patients. Compassion, integrity, concern for others, interpersonal skills, interest, and moti vation are all necessary personal qualities that should be
evaluated during the admissions and education processes.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Students are enrolled in the College of Dentistry each August. Candidates should formal-
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ly apply for admission approximately one year before they wish to be admitted to the
College.
The College of Dentistry uses the American Association of Dental Schools Application
Service (AADSAS) and, therefore, does not provide its own application form. AADSAS
application request cards may be obtained from AADSAS, P.O. Box 4000, Iowa City, Iowa
52240, or from the Adm issions Committee secretary at the College of Dentistry, University
of Nebraska Medical Center, Lincoln, Nebraska 68583 -0740. An application fee of approximately $45 is charged by the Service. Applicants will be requested to submit transcripts
from each col lege attended to the Application Service and also to the College of Dentistry.
Applicants wi ll be required to take the Dental Admission Test (DAT) sponsored by the
Council on Dental Education of the American Dental Assoc iation. Tests are given two times
annually (April and October), and the College of Dentistry is a testing center. Dental
Admission Test brochures with application forms may be obtained from the College of
Dentistry or from predental advisers. Applicants must take the test no later than October of
the year preceding anticipated admission. The national average score on the Academic and
Perceptual Motor Abi lity portion of the test is four (4). Special attention is given to science
scores. Should the applicant obtain scores below the national average, counseling is recommended before retaking the test.
Application Deadline. The application deadline is December 1. Early application is
encouraged to give the Admissions Committee more time to evaluate the applicants. Applicants should not wait for DAT scores, transcripts, or other application materi als before
applying through AADSAS. Applicants' files w ill be updated as these materials are received.
Interviews. Applicants under serious consideration wi ll be contacted to arrange personal interviews with the Adm issions Committee. Interviews wil l not be granted at the request
of applicants. Applicants who are not interviewed may counsel with their predental advisers
or the Admissions Committee coordinator.
letters of Recommendation. The College of Dentistry does not require letters of recommendation; however, evaluations of a student's progress and potential by a predental
adviser or committee are appreciated.
Applications for Advanced Standing. Students are not admitted with advanced standing.
The preceding paragraphs concern applications for admission to the College of Dentistry. Students interested in beginning study in predental instruction at UNL should consu lt
the General Information Bulletin of the University of Nebraska- Lincoln or inquire at the
Office of Undergraduate Advising, 108 Administration Building, University of NebraskaLincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588.

COSTS AT THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Tuition and fees are set by the University of Nebraska Board of Regents and may be
changed at any time. The current tuition and fee rates are available from the Registrar's
Office, College of Dentistry. The following quotations, however, are offered as guidelines
only.

Tuition
Freshmen .......... . . . .. .
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors . ...... • .. . . • . . .....
General Fees
Freshmen .................................... .
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors . .................. .

Resident

Per Year
Nonresident

$2,068.00
2,552.00*

$4,552.00
5,616.00*

176.40
207.90*

176.40
207.90*
15

Books and Instruments .......................... .

2,030.00

2,030.00

Total Costs (per year)

Freshmen . . .... . . . ... . . ......... . . . . . .... • .. . .
$4,274.40
$6,758.40
$7,853.90*
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors . .. . . • .... • ..
$4,789.90·
*Includes summer session.
Applicants who are accepted for admission to the College must deposit $200 upon
acceptance. The fu ll amount of the deposit applies to the initial semester tuition and fee
costs. Only $150 of the $200 deposit is refundable if the accepted student wishes to
w ithdraw before beginning dental study in the August following acceptance. To be eligible
for any refund, the withdrawing student must notify the Admissions Committee of the
College not later than June 15 of the year of acceptance.
Residency Information. Students whose homes are not in Nebraska are nonresidents.
Nonresident students who wish to qualify for Nebraska residen cy may do so by residing for
6 consecutive months in Nebraska and meeting a few other statutory requirements or by
meeting residency requirements as adopted by the Board of Regents at its October 17,
1980, meeting. These regu lations are on fi le in the registrars' offices and may be reviewed at
any time.

Tuition refunds
A student who withdraws from the University during a term for wh ich he/she is registered is entitled to cla im a refund of tuition. The University's current policy for a refund of
tuition is:
First week .... . .. . . • .. . . • ........ . .... • .... • .... . .. ... • . ... . .. 100%
Second week . . . .
.. .. ...•.
. . . . . . .•. . . . •. . .
75 %
Third week. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . 50%
Fourth week .... . . . .. . . • .... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .... . ..... . ....... . 25%
Fifth week ................ . ......... . ..... . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . ... None

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID
GENERAL I NFORMATION

The University of Nebraska Medical Center has financial aid programs to assist students
who need financial help to continue their education. We believe that the student and
parents have a responsibil ity to meet as much of the education and related costs as possible.
The Medical Center is prepared to supplement fami ly contribution from its aid sources and
to assist students in obtaining assistance from outside sources. The UNMC Office of Financia l Aids administers the financial aid programs.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES

All financ ial aid programs administered by UNMC require annual application. Applicants need not apply for a specific scholarship or award; applicants are evaluated in terms
of their eligibility for all forms of assistance. Application for aid in which "financial need" is
a considerati on requ ires all students and parents to complete a financial statement.
Application forms and instructions are mailed automatical ly to all students accepted for
enrollment into Medical Center programs. Financial statements for "need" based programs
are forwarded upon request .
Appl ications and fi nancial statements must be completed before March 1. However,
this deadline is extended for a 30·day peri od from date of acceptance when students are
accepted near or after March 1 .
TYPES OF AID

There are three basic types of financial aid available through UNMC: scholarships or
grants, loans, and student employment on a limited basis. Individual Jinancial aid awards
may be in the form of one or more of these types of aid.
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Detailed information about the various sources of financial aid and estimated expenses
for all or specific UNMC educational programs is available upon request from the Office of
Financial Aids, Conkling Hall, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, Nebraska
681 OS, telephone (402) 559-4199. Financial aid advising is available ei ther by phone or in
person. Major sponsors of aid sources are summarized below.
University of Nebraska Medical Center and University of Nebraska Foundation Scholarships or Grants and Loans. There are a number of scholarship, grant, and loan funds

available to UNMC students. Some were established by the University Board of Regents and
others made available by private donors through the University Fovndation or directly to
UNMC. Conditions for awarding of these funds vary as do the amounts. Generally, scholarship or grant awards are $200 to full tu ition and are oawarded for one year. Loans up to
$2,000 per year can be obtained.
Federal Government Aid Programs. The Medical Center participates in and administers
several federal grant and loan programs. Demonstrated "financial need" is the prime eligibility criterion for these programs. Therefore, a financial statement must be fi led to be
considered for federal grants or loans. The federal government also sponsors a program of
guaranteed loans. These loans are primarily made by banks, savings and loan associations,
and credit unions. Financial need may be a criterion for guaranteed loans. The federal
government pays the interest for students during school. In addition, various governmental
agencies offer educational assistance. These include the Social Security Administration,
Veteran's Administration, Public Health Service, Bureau of Indian Affa irs, the Armed
Forces, and others.
Community and Other Sources. Financial aid is also available from commun ity agencies, foundations, corporations, unions, religious organizations, and civic and cu ltural
groups. Assistance from these sources may be in the form of scholarship or loan. Most
public librari es have available commerc ially published lists of these resources.
Emergency Loan Funds. Loans in small denominations are available on a short-term
basis to meet "emergency" needs. Students should contact the Office of Financial Aids
when an emergency arises.
AWARD PROCEDURE AND NOTIFICATION OF AWARDS

All academic awards are awarded first. Then all grant funds are award ed followed by
federal loans. All grant and federal loans are awarded on the basis of need with the highest
need students awarded funds first. Employment is considered on an individual basis depending upon financial need and ability to work and carry the academic load . Official
notification of financial aid awards is made as early as possible before the start of each
school year.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Statement of Educational Purpose. Before receiving any federal funds, each student
must sign a Statement of Educational Purpose stating funds will be used only for the
expenses related to attendance at the Medical Center and that she/he is responsible for a
prorated repayment of any portion that cannot be attributed to meeting educational expenses.
Satisfactory Progress. To receive federal aid, students must be making "satisfactory
progress" toward their degree according to the standards and practices of the institution. As
a result, students not making satisfactory progress as outlined by the college/school or other
program policy statements cou ld have financ ial aid terminated.
Continuation of Aid. Students must fi le a financial statement each year if applying for
aid in wh ich "financial need" is a consideration. Students must also apply each year for
scholarships which are not based on "need." Renewal in either case is not automatic.
Appl ications and financia l statements must be completed before March 1 for the following
academic year.
In addition, no federal funds can be awarded to any student who is in default on any
loan from a student loan fund of the Medical Center or any loan made, insured, or guaranteed under the Federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Also, federal awards cannot be
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awarded to any student who owes a refund on any federal grant previously received for
attendance at the Medical Center.

TEXTBOOKS, INSTRUMENTS, AND MATERIALS
All required textbooks and dental instruments issued to the student remain the property
of the College of Dentistry until the student graduates. As these items become needed for the
various courses, they are issued to the student. Upon completion of the dental course and
the conferring of the D.D.S. degree, all textbooks and instruments become the property of
the student.
If any issued item is lost or damaged beyond usefulness, the student must replace it at
his/her own expense. If for any reason additional supplies become necessary, the student
must pay for the needed item(s).
Should a student withdraw from school before graduation w ith a D.D.S. degree, all
books, instruments, and unused supplies must be returned to the College of Dentistry before
any fee refunds w ill be made.
Pens, pencils, notebooks, and paper are not furnished by the College. Dental operating
gowns and laboratory gowns that are provided must be maintained in clean, presentable
condition at the student's expense.

HOUSING FACILITIES
Information about avai Iable housing for fam ilies or single students can be obtained from
the Division of University Housing, 11 00 Seaton Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588.
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Degrees
DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY
The candidate for this degree must have completed the prescribed curricu lum, passed
the necessary examinations, and received the required credits.

COMBINED DEGREES OF BACHELOR OF ARTS OR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
AND DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY
By completing the group requirements of the College of Arts and Sciences and one
minor under Plan A (or two m inors under Plan BJ and by use of the subjects of the first yea r
of the dental course as a major, the student can become qualified to receive the degree of
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science at the end of the first year in the College of Dentistry.
For group requiremen ts consult the College of Arts and Sciences Bulletin.

DEGREE WITH DISTINCTION
In recognition of outstanding academic excellence, the College of Dentistry may award
the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery w ith distinction or w ith high distinction.

HONORS
An Honors Convocation is held each year to recognize students who excel in scholarship. In addition, before graduation the senior stu dents who have shown special proficiency and have excelled in their studies are recognized at an honors ceremony.
Alpha Alpha Chapter of Omicron Kappa Upsilon, the dental honorary fraternity, was
chartered at the College of Dentistry in May 1929. The Alpha Lambda Chapter of Sigma Phi
Alpha, the dental hygiene honorary society, became associated with the U niversity of
Nebraska in 1967. Election to these honorary societi es is based upon scholarship and
conduct throughout the dental school education.
Graduation with honors is conferred in the fol lowing way:
1. The degree "with high distinction" is awarded to students ranking in the upper 3 percent
of the class with a cum ulative grade point average earned at the University of Nebraska
of 3.85 or above. (Final semester grades are not included.)
2. The degree "with distinction" is awarded to students ranking in the upper 15 percent of
the class w ith a cum ulative grade point average earned at the University of Nebraska of
3.75 or above. (Final semester grades are not included .)

Advanced Training
Advanced training for studen ts at the College of Dentistry may take one of three forms:
graduate education, certification in a clinical specialty, or continuing education. All applicants must hold a D.D.S. or D.M.D. degree or equivalent for professional en trance req uirements.
The dental graduate program and the certification program are parts of the complete
graduate program at the University and are administered by the Graduate College of the
University of Nebraska.

GRADUATE EDUCATION
This is a curriculum wh ich includes academic work as well as clinica l training designed
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to prepare a student for the degree of Master of Science. Those applying for graduate
education should have a B average or better in their predental and dental grades. The
education is offered under rules and regulations established by the Graduate College of the
University of Nebraska. The preparation and defense of a thesis are basic requirements for
the advanced degree. The masters degree program wil l require two or more academic years
in residence in advanced study. Graduate courses are offered in endodontics, orthodontics,
pedodontics, and periodontics.

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Similar in extent to the masters degree program, the certification program is primarily
concerned with the training of dental specialists in endodontics, oral and maxillofacial
surgery, orthodontics, pedodontics, and periodontics. No thesis is required, and the program requires two academic years in residence, except that five years are required in oral
and maxillofacial surgery.

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES
These are of short durati on, designed as " refreshers" for practicing dentists. The courses
are administered by the director of continuing education. All inquiries concerning such
courses should be made to the director at the College of Dentistry.

Dean's Advisory Council
The Dean's Advisory Council is composed of Nebraska dentists who contribute sound
advice for the determination of policy. The Council meets regularly for the exchange of
ideas.
The members of the Council keep the College of Dentistry apprised of the dental health
needs of the state, the educational criteria requ ired to fu lfill those needs, and contribute an
element of practicality and relevancy to the educational goal setting.
Members of the Council represent the College of Dentistry in their geographic areas and
address th emselves to comm unication between the people of the state and the College.
They also counsel prospective applicants and assist in course programming in continuing
education.

Conduct Regulations
The Board of Regents authorizes the president, chancellors, vice chancel lors, and deans
of student affairs to take necessary action for the maintenance of order, normal operations of
the University, and to protect individual freedom by involving policies outlined in the
statement on campus disorders adopted by the Board of Regents on April 19, 1969. •
Students or staff whose conduct interferes with the holding of classes, the carrying
forward of University business, organized and scheduled University events, or the discharge
of responsibility by any University officer, employee, or student wi ll be subject to laws
covering such behavior and disciplinary action. The president, chancel lors, vice chancellors, and deans of student affairs wil l be expected to initiate disciplinary action.•

*Taken from University of Nebraska Medical Center College of Dentistry Operations Manual.
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CAMPUS SECURITY*
To maintain clean and usable fac ilities for students and staff, it is necessary to regu late
the use of such facilities. Students are expected to observe closing hour regu lations for all
campus buildings. Use by students beyond established hours should be by special permission from the academic department w ith notification to the UNL Police.

STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Bylaws of the Board of Regents protect the ri ghts of each member of the University
community. Each individual has the right to be treated with respect and dignity, and each
has the ri ght to learn. With these rights comes the responsibility of each individual to
maintain an atmosphere in wh ich others may exercise their human rights and their right to
learn. Chapter V of the Bylaws fully delineates the ri ghts and responsibilities of students.

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR APPEALS OF ACADEMIC EVALUATIONS
In accordance with Section 5.3 of the Bylaws of the Board of Regents, the University of
Nebraska Medical Center has established a grade appeal procedure wh ich students should
fol low if they feel their academic progress had been evaluated unfairly. A summary of this
procedure may be found in the UNMC Student Handbook.
Before ini ti ating a formal appeal, students should first attempt to resolve the matter wi th
the instruc tor involved through an informal discussion. If a sa ti sfactory agreement cannot be
made, students should appeal orally or in w ri ting to the chairman of the department which
granted admission to the course. If the problem cannot be resolved at the departmental
level, then a formal appeal should be made in writing to the cha irman of the Grade Appeals
Committee. All of these procedures should be followed as quickly as possible since the
comm ittee chairman must receive the appeal no later than two weeks after the reporti ng or
posting of the grade.

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR STUDENT DISCIPLINE
In accordance with Section 5.4 of the Bylaws of the Board of Regents and to insure the
protection of students' rights, the University of Nebraska Medica l Center has established
general procedures wh ich must be fol lowed if any disciplinary action is proposed against
students. Students w ill be informed in writing by the Dean's Office of th e specific cha rges,
the supporting evidence, and the proposed disciplinary action. The Dean's Office wi ll also
inform students of their right to appeal. The UNMC " Procedural Rules Relating to Student
Discipline" may be found in the UNMC Student Handbook.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Specific regulations regarding the use of library facil ities and other library information
are available from the College of Dentistry library. Students are expected to be aware of and
observe these regulati ons and to pay penalties incurred.

PARKING
Al l students are requ ired to comply w ith the UNL Parking and Traffic Rules and Regulations. Copies are available at the UNL Police Department, 1335 No. 17, City Campus.
There is an annual parking permit fee. Students are not permitted to park in areas specifically reserved for patients.
·Taken from University of Nebraska Medical Center College of Dentistry OfX'rdtions Manual.
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GENERAL REGULATIONS AFFECTING STUDENTS*
Honesty•. 1) Students are expected to be honest in all aspects of their course work. 2)
Students are expected to respect property rights of individuals, of groups, of the University,
and of the community. 3) Students are expected to respect the integrity of official documents
and credentials and refrain from any falsification of forms or signatures.
Morality*. It is not the intention of the University to determine moral codes for individuals, but students are expected to determine and live by moral principles appropriate to
the society in which they li ve. There are standards of decency and decorum which responsible citizens expect from a community of scholars. In the interest of education such matters
are of concern to the University community.
Drugs. The illegal use of any drugs (including barbiturates, hallucinogens, marijuana,
etc.) or contributing to such use by others, is in strict violation of the University of Nebraska
College of Dentistry rules and of state and federa l laws.

Scholastic Regulations
It is hoped that no student will have scholastic difficulties. Those who do experience
trouble with one or more courses are urged to request a conference with the instructor or
instructors involved. The Student Affairs Committee and the associate dean for academic
and student affairs are also available to advise and assist you.

CLASS ATTENDANCE
No student may be admitted later than 1O days after the opening of the fall session. It is
very much to the advantage of each student to register and be in attendance at his/her
classes at the very outset of each semester.
No credit is granted to any student for matriculation or attendance where such attendance is less than one semester in duration. Moreover, each student must remain in con'Taken from University of Nebraska Medical Center College of Dentistry Operations Manual.
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tinuous attendance during each semester for w hich credit is sought. If for any reason a
student' s program is discontinued and he/she subsequently returns to the University, he/she
must satisfy all requirements for graduati on as they may exist at the tim e of the continuation
of his/her studies.
Students are expected to attend all lectures, recitations, laboratories, and cl inics regularly. The University has no regulation wh ich permits cuts.
For unusual circumstances, a temporary leave of absence may be recom mended by the
Student Affa irs Committee to the dean, who shall determine the granting of such status.
Such leave does not excuse a student from meeting all course requirements. In case of
illness, a student w ill usually need a w ritten statement from th e University Health Center or
a pri vate physician. Verbal excuses, generally, are not accepted . Neither absence nor an
excuse relieves anyone from meeting all course requirements. Therefore, it is important to
obtain all assignments w hich wil l be covered wh ile the student is not attending c lasses.
Excessive absences may resu lt in a lowered or fail ing grade in the course.

ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS
Attendance at less than 80 percent of the scheduled lectures and rec itations, or 85
percent of the scheduled laboratory and clinica l hours constitutes a failu re in any course,
and w ill be so reported.

AVAILABILITY
As part of the educational experi ence and professional responsibility, each dental student must be available for emergency treatment of assigned patients during other than
regular hours . Students are encouraged to live in the area.

CLASS STANDING AND EVALUATION
The standing of a student in any course is determ ined by the instructors in charge of the
subject, by examinations, by personal observations, evaluation, and j udgment. The grades
given are as fol lows:

Grade

Grade Point

A+

4.0
4.0
3.5
3.0

A

B+
B
c+
IW PNR -

Grade

Grade Point

C

2.0

D+
D

1.5

F

1.0
0.0

2.5

INCOMPLETE-Temporary assignment only (see text)
WITHDRAWAL-Authorized withdrawal
PASS-Acceptable achievement for course enrolled under pass/fail option
NO REPORT- Adm inistrative entry/grade not submitted by instructor

For the freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior years, a grade point average of 2.0
must be maintained. A student who fa ils to maintain the prescribed grade point average or
fai ls a course w ill be on probation for one semester or may be dismissed from the College
after due hearing by the Student Affairs Committee. If, by the end of that semester, th e
student fa ils to ra ise his/her overall average to the required grade point average, or maintain
the required grade point average for that semester and pass sati sfactoril y the fa iled course,
he/she wil l not be permitted to continue in th e College and is not eligible for registration in
the College of Dentistry.
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Any course wh ich has not been completed because of an excused absence but in which
progress has been satisfactory may be reported as "Incomplete." A student may not register
for the sophomore, junior, or senior year with an existing "Incomplete" still on his/her
record . A student must remove a grade of "Incomplete" from his/her record during the
fol lowing 8-week summer session if the grade was received in the second (spring) semester.
If a grade of " Incomplete" was received in the first (fall) semester, it must be removed by the
end of the first eight weeks of the fol lowing second (spring) semester. If a student fails to
remove the grade of "Incomplete" from his/her record in the allotted time, he/she wil l
receive the grade of "F" automatically.
Final examinations are held at the end of each semester. Other examinations may be
held at the option of the instructor. Individual examinations may be given at the option of
the instructor, and only after regular examinations are completed.
Senior students who have not completed all requirements for graduation two weeks
before the annual spring graduation date, or who have not demonstrated to the department
or departments concerned that any deficiencies can be completed before the last day of
classes as scheduled by the University, will not be recommended by the faculty for graduation.

FAILURE
A grade of "F" is failure . A failed subject must be absolved by re-registration in, and
satisfactory completion of, the subject.
If the student received a fai ling grade in only one course, he/she may repeat the course
at a time approved by the department concerned provided his/her semester grade point
average is 2.0 or above. If the student achieves a semester grade point average of less than
2.0 and receives a fai ling grade in only one course, he/she wi ll not be permitted to continue
in the College of Dentistry. Any student who fai ls more than one course in any academic
semester w ill not be permitted to continue in the College of Dentistry.
A student who has failed twice here or elsewhere in the same subject is not eligible for
registration in the College.
Any student dismissed for academic reasons may petition for readmission. It shall be the
responsibility of the Adm issions Committee to recommend to the dean the granting of
readmission .
Under unusual c ircumstances, a student may petition for permission to repeat the entire
year. This petition must be received at least two weeks before the end of the semester or
summer session. It shall be the respons ibility of the Student Affa irs Committee to recommend to the dean the granting of th is privilege.
The facu lty reserves the ri ght to dismiss a student from the College of Dentistry provided
he/she does not, in its judgment, show sufficient promise to justify allowing him/her to
contin ue studies regard less of grades. Students, at all times, are expected to conduct themselves in a manner befitting the profession they are about to enter. Misconduct, either in or
out of the College, wi ll not be tolerated and may serve as grounds for dismissal.

COURSE WITHDRAWAL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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A request for or notice of withdrawal from a course must:
Be made in w riting to the Office of Student Affairs
Be accompanied by supporting reasons
Be specific as to the desired date of effect
Be specific as to re-registration for the course
Be approved in writing by the Office of Student Affa irs/Student Affai rs Committee.

The Office of Student Affai rs shall inform the registrar that w ithdrawal has been
approved. The student' s record shall show "W" for an authorized withdrawal.

COLLEGE WITHDRAWAL
A request for notice of withdrawa l from the College of Dentistry must:
1. Be made in writing to the Office of Student Affa irs

2. Be specific as to the desired date of effect

-3. Be accompanied by proof that all obligati on to the University has been satisfied
4. Be approved in writing by the dean.

The Office of Student Affairs shall inform th e registrar that w ithdrawal has been
approved. In the event of an authori zed termination, the student's record shall show "W"
for registered courses at the time of w ithdrawal.
Any matricu lated student who w ithdraws from the College of Denti stry may petition for
readmission . It shall be the responsibility of the Admissions Committee to recommend to the
dean the granting of readmission.

ACCESS TO STUDENT RECORDS
In accord ance with federa l law as established in 1974 by the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act, the Univers ity of Nebraska Medical Center maintains the confidentiality of
student record s and allows students to inspect and review information in their educati onal
records at the College of Dentistry. The UNMC policy statement concerning student records
may be found in the current Student Handbook or in the Office of Student Services at
UNMC.

Dress and Grooming Code
The fol lowing statements regarding dress and grooming were compiled by the Faculty
Committee on Grooming of the College of Dentistry and the Student Dress Code Committee. Dress and grooming requirements apply to all student and faculty personnel connected
with the College of Dentistry, including both graduate and postgraduate students. Violations
that result in unsanitary grooming or poor taste that is emoti onally objectionable to patients

will not be allowed.
I. DENTAL STUDENTS
A. Dress. Personal dress in lectures is at the discretion of the individual student. In
laboratories, a neat, clean, approved dental gown must be worn at all ti mes. All other
clothes must be neat and clean.
B. Clinic Attire and Grooming. Clothing must be clean and neat. Stylish denim trousers
(not to include overalls, overall pants, or work jeans) are acceptable cl inical atti re . Hose or
socks must be worn with sandals or shoes. Hiking boots are not acceptable cl inical attire.
Hair of both male and fema le students should be kept out of the face of both the patient and
student, as well as the operating area. Hair should be kept groomed and clean. Length of
hair shall be left to the discretion of the student. Full beards and mustaches should be clean,
trimmed, and of a reasonable length. Clinical gowns must be clean, zipped, and have
proper identification, and w ill be worn in th e clinic at all times. Clinic attire must not be
worn outside the College at any time. This also applies to students w ho are in a laboratory
on either level of the building.
If it is determined by the facu lty member supervising the cl inical procedure that these or
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other factors of student personal dress and grooming may const itute a sanitary and/or health
and/or personal safety and/or emotional hazard, the faculty member and/or the Student
Dress Code Committee may request the student to correct the situation by:
1. Directi ng that suitable attire be worn to negate the sanitary and/or health and/or personal
safety and/or emoti onal factor to the patient or student, or
2. Restrict the student's clinical activities with patients until the proper sanitary and/or
health and/or emotional factors are resolved.
A request for correction of the situation may be initiated at any level, but may proceed from
clinical instructor to department cha irman and finally to the dean.

II. DENTAL HYGIENE STUDENTS
A. Dress. Personal dress in lectures is at the discretion of the individual student. In
laboratories, a neat, clean, approved dental gown or jacket must be worn at all times.
B. Uniforms. All students must wear the approved uniform at all times in the clinic area.

Professional Course
First Year
First Semester
CD 501 - Introduction to Clinical Dentistry
Dentistry 503 - Dean's Orientation
OB 505 - Human Ana tomy
OB 513 - Fundamentals of Microbiology
OB 519 - General Histology and Embryology
ARD 529 - Oral Physiology, Dental Anatomy, and Occlusion
ARD 531 - Dental Materials
OB 545 - Biochemistry for Dental Students
Dentistry 549 - Freshman Research (optional)

Hours

1
3

2
3

2
2
4
1-3
18

Second Semester
OB 506 - Head and Neck Anatomy
PDR 510 - Professional Orientation
O B 518 - Human Physiology
OB 522 - O ral Histology and Embryology
ARD 530 - Oral Physiology, Dental Anatomy, and Occlusion
ARD 532 - Dental Materials
ARD 534 - Operati ve Technology
Dentistry 549 - Freshman Research (opti onal)
OB 554 - Medical Microbiology

3
I
5
2
2
1

2
1-3

2
18

26

Second Year
Summer Session
OB 548 - Applied Nutrition in Dentistry
Perio 557 - Immunology and Theoretical Periodontology
PDR 565 - General Pathology

First Semester
ARD 55 1 - Operative Technology
Perio 558 - Periodontal Therapy
PDR 559 - Oral Diagnosis and Treatment Planning
PDR 56 1 - Oral Radiological Technics
ARD 563 - Complete Denture Prosthodontics
ARD 569 - Occlusion (yearly course)
CD 581 - Human Behavior Ana lysis
OB 584 - Oral Microbiology
Endo 585 - The Biology of the Dental Pulp
Dentistry 599 - Sophomore Research (optional)

1
2
4
7
Hours
4
2
1

1
4

0
1
4
1

1-3
18

Second Semester
ARD 552 - Clinical Orientation, Operative Technology, and Clinical Dentistry
POR 562 -· Oral Radiological Interpretation
ARD 564 - Clinical Prosthodontics
PDR 566 - Oral Pathology
ARD 569 - Occlusion
ARD 574 - Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics
Ortho 576 - Orthodontic Concepts I
Endo 586 - Endodontic Therapy
Pedo 592 - Dental Aux iliary UtiliLation
Pedo 594 - Development of Behavior
Pedo 596 - Pedodontics and Nutrition
Oral Surg 598 - Oral Surgery
Dentistry 599 - Sophomore Research (optional)

4
1
1
3
2
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
1-3
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Third Year
Summer Session
PDR 624 - Principles of Physical Assessment
Dentistry 700 - Clinical Den ti stry

First Semester
CD 602 - Problems in Pa ti en t Management
ARO 603 - Occlusal Concepts
Endo 605 - Endodontic Therapy
Endo 607 - Clinical Endodontics (yearly course)
Perio 611 - Periodontics Seminar I
PDR 613 - Clinical Oral Diagnosis and Trea tment Planning
ARD 617 - Clinical Operati ve Den ti stry
Oral Surg 625 - Oral Surgery Diagnosis and Treatment

2
4
6

Hours

1
1
1
0
1
1

2
2
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Oral Surg 627 - Clinical Oral Surgery
Perio 629 - Clinical Periodontics
Ortho 63 1 - Orthodontic Concepts II
Ortho 633 - Orthodontic Technology Lab
Pedo 635 - Clinical Pedodontics (yearl y course)
ARD 64 1 - Removable Partial Denture Prosthodontics
ARD 643 - Clinical Prosthodontics (yearly course)
ARD 645 - Clinical Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics
ARD 647 - Clinical Occlusion (optional, yearly cou rse)
Dentistry 649 - Junior Research (optional)

1
1

1
1

0
3

0
2
0
1-3
18

Second Semester
ARD 604 - Occlusal Concepts (continuation of 603)
1
Endo 607 - Clinical Endodontics continued
2
ARD 609 - Advanced Restorative Procedures w ith Cast Restorations and Occlusion 2
Perio 612 - Periodontics Seminar II
PDR 614 - Clinical Oral Diagnosis and Treatment Planning
1
ARD 616 - Operative Technology in Gold Foil
ARD 618 - Clinical Operative Dentistry
2
1
Dentistry 620 - Student Scientific Program
1
ARD 622 - Advanced Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics
1
Oral Surg 626 - Oral Surgery Diagnosis and Treatment
1
Oral Surg 628 - Clinical Oral Surgery
1
Perio 630 - Clinical Periodontics
1
Ortho 632 - Orthodontic Concepts Ill
2
Pedo 635 - Clinical Pedodonti cs continued
3
OB 638 - General Pharmacology
1
Dentistry 640 - Conscious Sedation & Pain Control
2
ARD 643 - Clinical Prosthodontics continued
2
ARD 646 - Clinical Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics
1
ARD 647 - Clinical Occlusion continued (optional)
1-3
Dentistry 649 - Junior Resea rch (optional)
26

Fourth Year
Summer Session
Dentistry 70 1 -

Clinical Dentistry

First Semester
OB 653 - Oral Pharmacology
Dentistry 657 - Senior Seminar and Electives
PDR 659 - Clinical Oral Diagnosis (yearl y course)
ARD 665 - Starting and Organizing a Dental Practice
CD 671 - Hospital Dental Practice (Yearly Course)
Ortho 675 - Clinical Orthodontics
CD 681 - Society and the Dentist in Community Health
CD 683 - Extramural Programs (yearly course)
PDR 691 - Pathology Seminar
Dentistry 695 - Senior General Practice Program
Dentistry 699 - Senior Research (optional)

28

4

Hours
1
1

0
1

0
1
1

0
2
9
1-3
16

Second Semester

Hours

ARD 652 - Practice Ad ministration
Dentistry 658 - Senior Seminar and Electives
PDR 659 - Clinical Oral Diagnosis continued
ARD 666 - Starting and Organizing a Dental Practice cont.
CD 671 - Hospita l Dental Practi ce continued
Ortho 676 - Clinical Orthodonti cs
CD 683 - Extramural Programs continued
CD 690 - Dental Jurisprudence
Dentistry 696 - Senior General Practice Program
Dentistry 699 - Senior Research (optional)

1..
1
1
1

2
1
1
1

9

1.:l
18

Professional Courses of Instruction
In the followi ng departments, courses numbered 300-424 are given throughout the
dental hygiene cu rricu lum. Courses numbered 500-549 are given in the first dental year;
550-599 in the second dental year; 600-649 in th e th ird dental yea r and 650-699 in the
fourth dental year.

ADULT RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
(Sections of Fixed Prosthodontics, Operative Dentistry and Removable Prosthodontics)

325. Dental Materials (2 er)
The study of materi als utilized in dentistry including their physical properties, composition and specific uses.
411. Local Anesthesia (2 er)
A cl inical course consisting of weekly laboratory sessions designed to provide prac ti cal application of local anesthesia.
529. Oral Physiology, Dental Anatomy and Occlusion (2 er)
The study of tooth morphology and eruption of the primary and secondary teeth. The
functional form of tooth components is emphasized. The neuromuscular movement of
the mandible is correlated w ith tooth morphology. Students wax teeth to the proper
form and function on a fully adjustable articulator. Each tooth is dissected along three
different planes to relate internal and external tooth morphology. Students correlate
tooth form to mandibular movement with the fully adjustable articula tor.
530. Oral Physiology, Dental Anatomy and Occlusion (2 er)
A continuation of Oral Physiology, Dental Anatomy and Occulusti on 529 with
emphasis on mandibular movement and cusp-fossa relationship.
531. Dental Materials (2 er)
The study of ma terials used in dentistry. Particula r emphasis is placed on chemical
and physical properties, indications for usage, lim itations, and methods of manipulation. Modified and simplifi ed dental structures are constru cted in the laboratory.
532. Dental Materials (1 er)
Dental Materials 531 con ti nued.
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534. Operative Technology (2 er)
The study of principles of amalgam cavity preparations and restorations.
551. Operative Technology (4 er)
The study of principles of operative dentistry which includes instrumentation and
preparation of gold restorati ons, silicone impression materials, die construction, waxing, casti ng, cements and cementati on, compos ite restorations (both conventional
and acid etch), ultra speed, rubber dam application, and tissue retraction.

552. Clinical Orientation, Operative Technology, and Clinical Dentistry (4 er)
The study of c linical procedures, pin retained amalgams (permanent restorati ons and
core buildups), composite cores, single impression techniques, hydrocolloid and
polysulfide impressions, and direct patterns (wax and self-curing resins). A discussion
of materials issued from dispensing, problems encountered in clinica l practice, and
updating of new materials and techniques in the dental literature.
563. Complete Denture Prosthodontics (4 er)

The study of theory and basic procedures in constructing complete dentures. Lectures,
laboratory, and clinical demonstrati ons are employed to teach the various phases of
prosthodontic service.
564. Clinical Prosthodontics (1 er)

The construction of complete maxillary and mandibular dentures including all the
clinical and laboratory procedures necessary for this type of service. .
569. Occlusion (2 er)
The study of the physiology of the masticatory system in normal function and dysfunction. Dysfunctional symptoms and their possible cause and effect relationships. The
rationale of a diagnosis and plans of treatment are developed. The course will include
formal lectures and laboratory exerci ses.
574. Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics (4 er)
The study of the basic principles in the preparation of teeth to be restored with single
crowns or with bridges to replace m issing teeth. Diagnosis, treatment planning, and
other procedures necessary for patient treatment are discussed. Single crowns and
bridges are fabricated in the laboratory.
603. Occlusal Concepts (2 er)

Lectures and laboratory exercises concerning diagnosis and treatment of occlusal
dysfunction are presented by faculty from Operative Dentistry, Periodontics, Fixed
Prosthodontics, and Removable Prosthodontics.
604. Occlusal Concepts (1 er)

Occlusal Concepts 603 continued.
609. Advanced Restorative Procedures with Cast Restorations and Occlusion (2 er)

An introduction to systems and instruments for parallel pin castings. Fabrication of
simple cast ings utilizing one or more pins for augmenting retention. Review of .ivailable paralleling devices. Systems and techniques for restoring endodontically treated
teeth .
616. Operative Technology in Cold Foil (1 er)
The study of fundamental principles of gold foil operations with classifi cation of cavity
prepa~ations, instrumentation, and indications for its use.
617. Clinical Operative Dentistry (2 er)
The restoration of impaired teeth to normal function by operative procedures.
618. Clinical Operative Dentistry (2 er)
Clinica l Operative Dentistry 617 continued.
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622. Advanced Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics (1 er)

Lectures w ill be given to review cl inical procedures and 10 share and discuss solu tions
to current cl inical treatment problems. Further exposure to the princi ples and theory
of more advanced treatment procedures in Fixed Prosthodontics w ill be given to
supplement the basic concepts from ARD 574. Material in ARD 622 wi ll have heavy
emphasis on clinica l treatment.
641 . Removable Partial Denture Prosthodontics (3 er)

The study of the theory and basic procedures in partial denture construction. Diagnosis and treatment planning w ill be stressed through lectures, laboratory, and cl inical
demonstrations.
643. Clinical Prosthodontics (2 er)

Construction of complete, immediate, and partial dentures. Thi s is a one-year course
(two semesters).
645. Clinical Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics (2 er)

The restorati on of impaired natural teeth and replacement of missing teeth by cl inical
crown and bridge procedures.
646. Clinical Fixed Partial Denture Prosthodontics (2 er)
Clinical Fixed Parti al Denture Prosthodontics 645 contin ued.
647. Clinical Occlusion ( I er)

Students receive d irect supervision w ith the diagnosis and trea tment of patien ts with
occlusal dysfunction. (Optional cou rse)
652. Practice Administration (1 er)

Patient relations, selection and training auxiliary personnel, and general management
of a dental practice.
665. Starting and Organizing a Dental Practice (1 er)

The study of business pri nciples involved in a dental practice. Includes feasibi lity
studies, accoun ting, record keeping, fi nance, banking, computers, legal matters,
pract ice location, insurance, marketing, and personnel.

666. Starting and Organizing a Dental Practice continued (1 er)

COMMUNITY DENTISTRY
421 . Patient Management (1 er)
A course designed to develop a functional analytical viewpoint to patient education,

motivation, comm unicati on and behavior management.
422. Seminar Patient Management (1 er)

Con tinu ation of first semester.
501. Introduction to Clinical Dentistry (1 er)

Provides an ori en tation to the College with emphasis on the relation of biological
sciences to the practice of dentistry. Introduces the student to preventive dentistry
methodology and provides the opportunity to participate in clin ical dentistry as a
member of the dental team.
581. Human Behavior Analysis: An Overview (1 er)

An introduction to human behavior w ith an overview of the science of behavior,
behavioral phenomena, methods of control, behavior change model, and the application and implication of behavioral change.
602. Problems in Patient Management (1 er)

An introduction to how handicapping cond itions affect individuals, including how
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treatment plans and patient management tl'Chnics have to adjust to the limitations of
patients.

671. Hospital Dental Practice (2 er) Yearly Course
Senior dental students participate in clinical and didactic experiences in dental and
non-dental departments. These enable the student to become fami liar with hospitalbased dentistry, its role and interactions with other health care disciplines. Acute and
chronic disease states and special dental management techniques are emphasized
and applied.
681. Society and the Dentist in Community Health (1 er)
Preparation of the student to enter the communitv with knowledge of public health
functions and the role to be played by the dentist in community health activities.
Guest lecturers and panel discussions will be utilized.
683. Extramural Programs ( 1 er)
Senior dental students provide cl inical treatment for patients located in a variety of
institutional settings and spend time at the offices of participating practitioners for a
total of six weeks extramural experience.
690. Dental Jurisprudence (1 er)
Legal information w hich is e,sential to the practi cing dentist. Professional ethics is
included.

ENDODONTICS
585. The Biology of the Dental Pulp (1 er)
A study of the embryology, gross and microscopic anatomy, and physiology of the
pulp with an introduction to the etiology ,mcl diagnosi\ of pulpal pathology.
586. Endodontic Therapy (2 er)
Diseases of the pulp and periapical ti ssues. Introduction to clinical trea tment.
605. Endodontic Therapy ( 1 er)
Diseases of the pulp and pcriapical tissues. Introduction to advanced endodont1c
treatmen t.

607. Clinical Endodontics (2 er)
Students observe and gain experience in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the
pulp and periapical region, including removal of the pulp, treatment of and fil ling of
the pulp canal, and periap1cal surgical procedures. (Yearly course-two semesters)

ORAL BIOLOGY
308. Introduction to Pharmacology 12 er)
A study of the physical and chemical properties, pharmacological action(s), dosage(s),
methods of administration, factors that modify the action of drugs and untoward
effects of medicinal agents used in the treatment of disease. Drug legislation and
metrology are also considered.
311 . Human Physiology (3 er)
A study of the individual and integrated functions of human systems.
313. Human Anatomy (3 er)
A systemati c stu dy of th e structure of th e human body.

316. Human Anatomy (1 er)
A systematic study of the structures qf the head and neck.
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317. Chemistry of living Cells (3 er)
'
A course in biochemistry with special emphasis on those areas wh ich particularly
relate to dentistry.

319. General H istology (1 er)
An introductory course in general histology coveri ng morphology of tissues and
embryology of the main tissues.
413. Oral Microbiology (3 er)
A study of the ecology of defense mechanisms, major infectious diseases of the oral
cavity, application of steri lization, d isinfection, asepsis, and antimicrobial chemotherapy in dentistry.
505. Human Anatomy (3 er)
Regional approach is adopted for a thorough study of the gross structures of l imbs,
thorax, abdomen, and pelvis.
506. Head and Neck Anatomy (3 er)
Human Anatomy SOS continued. Thorough study of head and neck including an
introduction to neuroanatomy.
513. Fundamentals of Microbiology (2 er)
An introduction to the structure, taxonomy, growth, nutrition, and metabolism of
microorganisms. The cellular and humoral aspects of the immune response are also
discussed.

518. Human Physiology (5 er)
A study of the functional and metabolic aspects of human systems and their interrelationships.
519. General Histology and Embryology (3 er)
A course which emphasizes the structure and function of cells, tissues and organ
systems, incl uding basic embryological concepts.
522. Oral Histology and Embryology (2 er)
Lectures and laboratories related to the microscopic anatomy of the teeth and supporting structures with theories of development of the face and teeth.
541. Special Topics in Biochemistry (3 er)
An informal study of selected topics for dental students with a background in biochem istry who do not wish to take O ral Biology 545 Students requesting this course
must demonstrate their knowledge of biochemistry by passing a qualifying examination administered by the Oral Biology Department.
545. Biochemistry for Dental Students (4 er)
This is a lecture cou rse w ith seven laboratories. The course is a study of ( 1) the
chemical compositi on of cellular and extracellular structures of mammals and certain
oral m icroorgan isms; (2) the general metabolism of eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells;
and (3) certain topics of special interest to students of dental science.
548. Applied Nutrition in Dentistry (1 er)
A study of the relationship of nutri ti on to dental health, family health, and total health.
554. Medical Microbiology (2 er)
An introduction to the d isease-producing microorganisms with emphasis on the
pathogenesis, immunity, treatment, epidemiology, and control.
584. Oral Microbiology (2 er)
A study of the ecology and defense mechanisms of the oral cavi ty, the m icrobiology of
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caries production, pulp and periapical diseases, periodontal diseases, application of
sterilization, disinfection, asepsis and antimicrobial chemotherapy in dentistry.
638. General Pharmacology (3 er)
Didacti c study of the origin, preparations, actions, uses, and toxicology of drugs.
653. Oral Pharmacology (1 er)
A discussion of prescription w ri ting and drug compendia along w ith a review of the
pharmacological action, dosage, and methods of administration and application of
medicinal agents in dentistry.

ORAL PATHOLOGY, ORAL DIAGNOSIS, ORAL RADIOLOGY AND
SUPPORT LABORATORIES
303. Pathology and Oral Histology (5 er)
A stu dy of th e embryology and m icroscopic anatomy of oral structures.
304. radiographic techniques (3 er)
A study of th e construction and function of dental x-ray units, principles of radiation
protection, techn ical procedures for exposing and processing dental x-ray fi lms.
314. Radiology and Pathology ( 1 er)
Purpose of th is course is to develop differential diagnostic abiliti es concerned with
bone lesions.
510. Professional Orientation (1 er)
To motivate students to recognize and fulfill their social and moral responsibilities to
their patients, their civ ic responsibility to the community, and th eir ethical obligation
to the profession of dentistry. Instruction in history of the profession, familiarizing the
student with the development and progress of dentistry and those responsible for it.
559. Oral Diagnosis and Treatment Planning (1 er)
Lectures devoted to the use and va lue of supporti ve diagnostic material and methods;
study and recording of the basic elements of oral examinations. These recorded
studies, w ith tota l patient health in mind, are related to probable prognoses and to the
development of sa ti sfactory treatment programs.
561. Oral Radiological Technics (1 er)
Fundamental physics concern ing the generation of x-rays, the biological effects of
rad iation and radiation protecti on are discussed. Students are taught technical procedures for exposing and processing dental x-ray film.
562. Oral Radiological Interpretation ( 1 er)
Normal and pathological changes occurring in the oral and dental tissues are correlated with their radiographic appearance.

565. General Pathology (4 er)
A study of basic pathologic processes such as infl ammation, degeneration, disorders
of immunity, genetic diseases, Huid and hemodynamic changes, and neoplasia. The
second half of the course wi ll include a study of the diseases and neoplasms of the
several organ systems of the body.
566. Oral Pathology (3 er)
A study of the pathologic changes which occur in the hard and soft structures of the
oral cavity and environs.
613. Clinical Oral Diagnosis (1 er)
Clinical emphasis on the probabilities and implications involved in programming
treatment. Students are expected to report on and discuss the handling of treatment
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and management problems. The professional and moral responsibil ities of the dental
practitioner are related to these problems.
614. Clinical Oral Diagnosis (1 er)
Clinical Oral Diagnosis 613 continued.
624. Principles of Physical Assessment (2 er)
A course designed to provide the dental student with an introdu ction to the skills in
physical assessment, rudiments of a complete medical hi~tory, and an understanding
of appropriate laboratory test procedures.
659. Clinical Oral Diagnosis (1 er)
An advanced program in the examination, d iagnosis, and treatment of more complicated and urgent cases and the planning of treatment in a comprehensive perspective.
(Yearly course--two semesters)
691 . Pathology Seminar (2 er)
A course designed to make the dental and dental hygiene students aware of the
respons ibility for their early diagnosis of diseases of the oral cavity and adjacent
structures.

ORAL SURGERY
598. Oral Surgery (1 er)
Rudiments of oral surgery and exodontia. Local anesthesia concepts and administration.

625. Oral Surgery Diagnosis and Treatment (2 er)
Management of specific oral surgica l problems is explored in detail stressing the basic
concepts of Oral Surgery 598. More advanced cases beyond the scope of the general
dentist are also presented for completeness and to stress proper referral for treatment.
626. Oral Surgery Diagnosis and Treatment (1 er)
Management of medical emergencies in dental practice is stressed.
627. Clinical Oral Surgery (1 er)
Students operate with local anesthesia. Gradual progression is made from simple
extraction of teeth to more complex oral surgery. Students observe and assist in
operating th e more difficult oral surgery cases presented.
628. Clinical Oral Surgery (1 er)
Clinical Oral Surgery 627 continued.

ORTHODONTICS
576. Orthodontic Concepts I (1 er)
Introduction to orthodontics emphasizing basic concepts of interest to all disciplines
of dentistry; growth and development of head and face, development of occlusion,
cephalometric tec!rniques as related to development of facial and dental patterns, and
biology of tooth movement.
631. Orthodontic Concepts II ( 1 er)
Instruction in the developmental and clinica l aspects of orthodontics with emphasis
on the rationale behind the diagnosis and treatment planning of patients where intervention by the general practiti oner would be appropriate; preventive and interceptive procedures in growing ch ildren; funct ional analysis of occlusion; and clinical
orientation.
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632. Orthodontic Concepts Ill (1 er)
Orthodontics 631 contin ued. In addition, to outline advanced techniques in orthodontic diagnosis and treatment providing the student with some reasonable understanding of advanced treatment his/her patients might undergo at the specialist level.
633. Orthodontic Technology Lab (1 er)
Manipulation of various types of orthodontic materials, cl inical fabrication of orthodontic appliances, impression taking, making study and working models. Emphasis is
placed on the fabrication of appliances, their activation, wear, care and limitations,
and the use of these appliances by the general practitioner.
675. Clinical Orthodontics (1 er)
Clinical assignments wil l include interceptive orthodontic treatment that may be of
particular va lue for the general practitioner. Orthodontic evaluations will be made for
each pedodontic patient exhibiting malocclusion and those requiring attention will be
reappraised periodically regarding their growth, development and treatment needs
with a view toward total patient care. Lectures concerning various clinica l problems
and their solutions are conducted in small groups of eight to 10 students.
676. Clinical Orthodontics ( 1 er)
Clinical Orthodontics 675 continued.

PEDODONTICS
592. Dental Auxiliary Utilization (1 _er)

Orientation and instruction in the team approach to dental practice. Chairside assisting techn ics, instrument exchange, and four-handed dentistry will be stressed.
594. Development of Behavior (1 er)
Psychosocial development, perception, and operational aspects of emotional development are discussed and illustrated with examples from dentistry.
596. Pedodontics and Nutrition (2 er)
Brief review of embryology, histology, and anatomy of the primary teeth; child growth
and development; management of the child in the dental chair; examination of the
ch ild patient; treatment planning and operative procedures for the primary and young
permanent teeth, physical d iagnosis; diet and nutrition, and parent-child and parentdentist relationship . Reading assignments given to cover the current literature on the
subject discussed.
635. Clinical Pedodontics (2 er)
Students complete radiographic and oral examination and diagnosis for each ch ild
and plan treatments, after which all operative and surgical procedures are carried to
completion by the student. The dental student is instructed in the team approach to
restorative dentistry by utilizing the services of a chairside assistant. Parents are also
informed about other facts concerning the chi ld' s dental health. (Yearly course-two
semesters)

PERIODONTICS
306. Periodontics I (1 er)
A study of the epidemiology, etiology, classification, prevention and therapy related
to periodontal disease.
408. Periodontics Ill (1 er)
To develop knowledge in the various methods of evaluating prognosis for the
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periodontium. To acquaint the student w ith more complex technics used in control of
periodontal d isease.
557. Immunology and Theoretical Periodontology (2 er)
An introduction to the concepts of lost immunity with emphasis on tissue response to
diseases of the supporting tissues of the teeth, as observed clinicall y, microscopically,
and roentgenographica lly. Causes and treatment of the diseases are stressed.
558. Periodontal Therapy (2 er)
Theoretical periodontology. In-depth exploration into the diagnosis, treatment plan ning, and therapeutic cl inical periodontics through lectures, audiovisual materials,
and demonstrations. Emphasis is on cl inical periodontics for the dental practitioner.
61 1. Periodont ics Seminar I (1 er)
In-depth evaluation of the procedures and participation of the student in the undergraduate periodontics clinic. Charting, record keeping, patient flow patterns, and
step-by-step procedural information for non-surgical and surgical periodontics.
612. Periodontics Seminar II (1 er)
Topic seminars are selected which have previously only been mentioned in course
outlines, i.e., bone grafting, root sensitivity, patient referral, etc. Class is divided into
six small groups for purposes of discussion and all students participate.
629. Clinical Periodont ics (2 er)
Clinical management of periodontal disease w ith emphasis on diagnosis, treatment
planning, oral physiotherapy, instruction, and pre-surgical therapy.
630. Clinical Periodontics (2 er)
Clinical Periodontics 629 continued, with introduction to surgical procedures in
assisting senior and graduate cases.

NONDEPARTMENTAL
503. Dean's O rientation (1 er)
This course is designed to give the entering dental student an overview of the College
and the profession and its relationship to the public it serves. Included are discussions
of the history of the profession and the College; oral disease and its many manifestations; major problems facing the profession; organized dentistry; and behavioral
considerations of importance to the dentist.
549. Freshman Research (1-3 er)
Optional individual undergraduate research is offered for those students whose research proposals are approved by the Faculty Research Committee. Credit hour
assignment is determined by the committee and is based on the complexity of the
research.
599. Sophomore Research (1-3 er)
620. Student Scientific Program ( 1 er)
A demonstration project is developed by each student w ith junior standing. The
project is demonstrated at an open house each spring. One is selected to represent the
College of Dentistry at the annual meeting of the American Dental Association each
fa ll.
649. Junior Research (1 -3 er)
65 7. Senior Electives (1 er)
Senior elective courses are offered by the various departments of the College of
Dentistry.
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658. Senior Electives (1 er)

Continuati on of Senior Electives 657.
699. Senior Research (1-3 er)

INTERDEPARTMENTAL CLINICAL DENTISTRY
640. Conscious Sedation & Pain Control (1 er)

The various sedati ve, analgesic and general anesthe·tic agents that are administered by
oral, inhalation and intravenous routes are discussed. Students receive clinical experience in the various modalities.
Summer Session (4 er)

Instruction in all phases of cl inical practice is offered in the summer session. Students
having junior or senior standing are permitted to attend. Participati on fulfills the requirement for a grade of P.
695. Senior General Practice Program (9 er)

Senior students provide clinical treatment for assigned patients in a general practice
setting under the d irect supervision of clinica l faculty. Al l phases of general dental
services are provided as requi red for each assigned patient.
696. Senior General Practice Program (9 er)

Continuati on of Senior General Practice Program 695.

Extramural Programs
Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department, Lincoln
Nebraska Penal Complex - Penitentiary Unit, Lincoln
Douglas County Hospital, Omaha
Grafton State School, Grafton, ND
Preceptor Program - Nebraska
Meyer Children's Rehabilitation Institute, Omaha
Oral Surgery Secti on, UNMC
Pediatric Dental Program, UNMC
Redfield State Hospital and School, Redfield, South Dakota
Wyoming State Hospital, Evanston, Wyoming
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PROGRAM IN DENTAL HYGIENE
Dental hygiene is a rapidly growing profession for qualified young women and men who
wish to participate as members of the dental health team.
The dental hygiene curriculum at the University of Nebraska Medical Center in Lincoln
is fully approved by th e Commission on Dental Accreditation and its graduates arc eligible
for examination and licensure in all states.
The curriculum is organized as a four-year program leading to the Bachelor of Science in
Dental Hygiene degree. Freshman and sophomore years are spent fulfilling preprofessional
requirements in the College of Arts and Sciences on the Lincoln campus or at another
accredited liberal arts co llege.

PREDENTAL HYGIENE REQUIREMENTS
Preparation for the study of dental hygiene begins in high school. The prospective dental
hygiene student should take a four-yea r col lege preparatory course wh ich includes the
following subjects: English, 3 years; mathematics (algebra and geometry), 2 years; foreign
language (one language, optional), 2 years; biology (life sciences), I year; and chemistry, 1
year.
After graduation from high school, a minimum of two years of college preparation,
including the following specified courses, is necessary before a student can be admitted to
the dental hygiene program.

PREDENTAL HYGIENE SUBJECTS

First Year
First Semester
Hours
English . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Life Sciences 101 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Health education 1O I. . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Sociology 153 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Social science elective . . . . . . . . . . . 3
16

Second Semester
Hours
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Life Sciences 112 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 4
I lumanities elective . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3
Psychology 181 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 4
Social science elective. . . . . . . . . . . 3
17

Second Year
First Semester
Hours
Human Nutrition and food
Service Management 1S1
(dental hygiene section) .
3
Health Education 170. . . . .
3
Educational Psychology and
Measurements 261 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Chemistry 109 . ..... ........ .. .. 4
Humanities elective . . • . . . . • . . . . . L
16

Second Semester
Hours
Speech Communication 3 l l . . . . . . 3
Educational Administration 359 . . . 3
Psychology 287 or 288
(suggested but optional). . . . . . . . 3
Chemistry l IO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Life Sciences l I l . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 4

17
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PROGRAM IN DENTAL HYGIENE
Dental hygiene is a rapidly growing profession for qualified young women and men who
wish to parti cipate as members of the denta l health tea m.
The dental hygiene curricu lum at th e Universi ty of Nebraska Medical Center in Lincoln
is fully approved by the Commission on Denta l Accreditati on and its graduates are eligible
for examination and licensure in all states.
The curri culum is organized as a fou r-year program leading to the Bachelor of Science in
Dental Hygiene degree. Freshman and sophomore years are spen t fulfilling preprofessional
requ irements in the College of Arts and Sciences on the Lincoln campus or at another
accredited liberal arts college.

PREDENTAL HYGIENE REQUIREMENTS
Preparati on for the study of dental hygiene begins in high school. The prospective dental
hygiene student should take a four-year college preparatory course wh ich includes the
following subjects: English, 3 years; ma themati cs (algebra and geometry), 2 yea rs; foreign
language (one language, opti onal), 2 years; biology (life sciences), 1 year; and chemistry, 1
year.
After graduation from high school, a minimum of two yea rs of college preparation,
including the following specified courses, is necessary before a student can be admitted to
the dental hygiene program.

PREDENTAL HYGIENE SUBJECTS
First Year
First Semester
Hours
English . . . . .. .. . . . ..... .
3
Li fe Sciences 101 . . . . ...... .. .. . 4
Health Education 10 1. .... . . . .
3
Sociology 153 . ... . . . .... . . • .. .. 3
Social science elective . . .. . ... .
L

Second Semester
Hours
English . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .
3
Life Sciences 112 . . .. . .. . . . ... . . 4
H umanities elective .... .. . . .. .. . 3
Psychology 181 . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 4
Social science elective . . .. . . .. . . . L

16

17

Second Year
First Semester
Hours
H uman Nutrition and Food
Service Management 151
(den tal hygiene section) .... . . .
3
Health Education 170 . . . . .. . . . .. . 3
Educational Psychology and
Measurements 261 .. .... . . . .. . 3
Chemistry 109...
.. . . ... . . .. 4
H umanities elective . . . .. . . . .... . L
16

Second Semester
Hours
Speech Communica ti on 31 1
3
Educational Adm inistration 359 ... 3
Psychology 287 or 288
(suggested but opti onal) . .. . . .. . 3
Chemistry 11 0 .
. ..... . ... . 4
Life Sciences 111 . . .. . .. . ...... . 4
17
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ADMISSION GUIDELINES
Students who meet the following requirements may be considered for admission:
1. Minimum total grade point average of 2.5.
2. Minimum of 44 hours completed at application deadline date and registered for the last
16 hours. (Total of 60 hours to be completed by the beginning of the first dental
hygiene summer session.)
Students should be prepared to have a personal interview with members of the Dental
Hygiene Admissions Committee.
The University of Nebraska Medical Center is an equal opportunity institution and all
qualified minorities are urged to apply.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Students who have completed predental hygiene study at UNL or transfer students
applying for admission to the dental hygiene curriculum should contact the secretary of the
Admissions Committee, College of Dentistry, to secure forms for applying to the University
as well as to the dental hygiene program. All completed forms should be returned to the
secretary of admissions, College of Dentistry. There is a $25 application fee for nonresident
transfer students, a $1 O fee for resident transfer students. Neither is refundable nor applicable to tuition.
All required materials for application must be received by th e Ad missions Committee by
January 1 of the year in which the applicant expects to be admitted. Prospective applicants
are urged to begin the application procedure as early in the year as possible. Application
forms for admission are available in September.
Selection of all students to be admitted for the summer session is usually completed by
spring early registration. Upon notice of acceptance for admission to the dental hygiene
curri culum, a letter of intent to enroll and a deposit of $50 are required. This deposit is not
refundable bu t it applies toward payment of tuition and fees when the student enrolls. Al l
applicants are notified of their acceptance or rejection by the Admissions Committee.
In any group of qualified applicants, priority will be given to residents of the State of
Nebraska.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Tuition and Fees
Tuition and fees are set by the University of Nebraska Board of Regents and may be
changed at any time. The current tuition and fee rates are printed in the annual General
Information Bulletin and are also availabel from the Office of Admissions. As of August
1983, the tuition rate for undergraduate resident students was $34.50 per credit hour. The
rate for undergraduate nonresident students was $93.50 per cred it hour. The University
Program and Facilities fees were $88.20 per semester for students taking 7 or more credit
hours. Summer fees listed in the summer sessions class schedules vary slightly from those
charged for the first and second semesters. Tuition and fees are due and payable when
classes begin.
See page 13 for applicable in formation about scholarships and financial aid .
.;,~

Equipment Fees
Equipment fees required for the dental hygiene program will average $250 per semester
(subject to change).
All required dental instruments issued to the student remain the property of the College
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of Dentistry until the student graduates. As these items become needed for the va rious
courses, they are issued to the student. Upon completion of the dental hygiene program and
the conferring of the Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene degree, instruments become
the property of the student.
If any issued item is lost or damaged beyond usefulness, the student must replace it at
his/her own expense. If, for any reason, additional supplies become necessary, the student
must pay for the needed item(s).
Should a student withdraw from school before graduation with a B.S. in Dental Hygiene
degree, all instruments and unused supplies must be returned to the College of Dentistry
before any fee refunds w ill be made.

UNIVERSITY HOUSING
The Board of Regents each year sets the rates for room and board in the student
residence halls. Specific current information is available from the Division of University
Housing, 1100 Seaton Hall, University of Nebraska- Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588.
All single freshman students are required to live in on-campus housing unless they reside
with their parents or adult relatives. Sophomores and transfer students under 20 are also
expected to live on campus unless they present proof of parental approval to live off
campus.

Curriculum in Dental Hygiene
FIRST YEAR
Summer Session
OB 313. Human Anatomy (3 er)
A systematic study of the structure of the human body.
OB 317. Chemistry of Living Cells (2 er)
A cou rse in biochemistry with special emphasis on those areas wh ich particularly
relate to dentistry.
OB 319. General Histology (1 er)
An introductory course in general histology covering morphology of tissues and
embryology of the main tissues.

First Semester
PDR 303. Pathology and Oral Histology (S er)
A study of the embryology and microscopic anatomy of oral structures.
DH 307. Preclinical Lecture (2 er)
The course is correlated with Preclinical Techniques and emphasizes the etiology
and prevention of dental disease specifically decay, emergency care and record
maintenance.
DH 309. Preclinical Techniques (3 er)
Study of the objectives, principles and procedures of dental prophylaxis, including instrumentation principles, patient care and equipment care. Clinical practice
is provided.

OB 311. Human Physiology (3 er)
A study of the individua l and integrated functions of human systems.
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DH 321. Anatomy of Orofacial Structures (2 er)
Course provides students with an understanding of permanent and primary tooth
forms and occlusion.

ARD 325. Dental Materials

(2 er)
The study of materials utilized in dentistry including their physical properties,
compositi on, and specific uses.

Second Semester
PDR 304. Radiographic Techniques (3 er)
A study of the construction and function of dental x-ray units, principles of
radiation protection, technical procedures for exposing and processing dental
x-ray films.

Perio 306. Periodontics I (1 er)
A study of the epidemiology, etiology, classification, prevention, and therapy
related to periodontal disease.
DH 310. Clinical Dental Hygiene I (3 er)
Course provides practical experience for refining clinical skills.
PDR 314. Radiology and Pathology ( I er)
The purpose of th is course is to develop differential diagnostic abilities concerned with bone lesions.
OB 316. Human Anatomy (1 er)
A systematic study of the structures of the head and neck.
DH 320. Junior Clinical Seminar (S er)
This course provides the didactic introduction to a variety of topi cs related to
clinical skills, including etiology and prevention of dental disease and specifically
periodontal disease, principles of preventive dental health care/management, the
treatment of special patients and emergency care.
OB 413. Oral Microbiology (3 er)
A study of the ecology defense mechanisms, major infectious diseases of the oral
cavity, application of sterilization, disinfection, asepsis and antimicrobial chemotherapy in dentistry.

SECOND YEAR
Summer Session
OB 308. Introduction to Pharmacology (2 er)
A study of the physical and chem ical properties, pharmacological action(s), dosage(s), methods of administration, factors that modify the action of drugs and
untoward effects of medicinal agents used in the treatment of disease. Drug
legislation and metrology are also considered.

DH 417. Clinical Dental Hygiene (3 er)
Clinical preparation for comprehensive patient care. A variety of advanced clinical skills are introduced in the classroom as well as special emphasis on nutritional counseling.
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First Semester
OH 401. Community Dental H ealth and Education (1 er)
A study of educational principl es, philosophy and planning for group audiences,
group dynamics, management skills and a systems design to program planning
are also introduced.
OH 405. Community Dental Health (3 er)
A survey of the theory and practice of public health, parti cularl y as it applies to
dental health; methods used to determine dental health status in communities;
procedures for improving the dental health of the public and procedures in health
education.
CD 421. Patient Management (1 er)
A course designed to develop a functional analytica l viewpoint to patient educati on, motivation, communication and behavior management.
DH 424. Senior General Practice Program (6 er)
A cl inical course wh ich provides the student with experience in comprehensive
patient care and simulated office practice as a member of a team composed of
dental students and dental auxiliari es.
POR 691. Pathology Seminar (2 er)
A course designed to make the dental and dental hygiene students aware of th e
responsibility for their early diagnosis of diseases of th e oral cavity and adjacent
structures .

Second Semester
DH 406. Community Dental Health (2 er)
Field experiences and projects in school and other community agencies provide
the student w ith an opportunity to apply learned principles to actual practice.
Perio 408. Periodontics Ill (1 er)
To develop knowledge in the various methods of evaluating prognosis for the
periodontium . To acquaint the student w ith more complex technics used in
control of periodontal disease.
DH 411. Local Anesthesia ( 2 er)
A cl inical course consisting of weekly laboratory sessions designed to provide
practical application of local anesthesia.
CD 422. Seminar Patient Management (1 er)
Conti nuation of first semester.
DH 424. Senior General Practice Program (6 er)
Continuation of fi rst semester.
DH 423. Dental Hygiene Seminar (3 er)
A course designed to fam iliari ze th e stu dents wi th professional demeanor, office
management and economics, ethics and jurisprudence, functions and benefits of
th e professional denta l hygiene organization, and trends as related to the dental
hygiene profession.
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COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
Henry M. Cherrick, A.A., D.D.S., M.S.D., Dean
Eugene S. Merchant, B.S.D., D.D.S., Associate Dean of Academic and Student Affairs
William D. Ahrens, B.S., D.D.S. , M.S., Assistant Dean of Cli nics
Frank M. Wentz, D.D.S., Ph.D., Assistant Dean for Continuing Education
Clint D. Godkin, B.Sc., Assistant to the Dean
Ralph L. Ireland, D.D.S., B.S., M.S., Dean Emeritus

TEACHING FACULTY
DEPARTMENT OF ADU LT RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY
Leeper, Stephen H., B.S.D., D.D.S., M.A., Associate Professor and Chairman of Department
OPERATIVE DENTISTRY SECTION
Molvar, Michael P., B.A., D.D.S., M.S.D., Assistant Professor and Director
Anderson, Charles W., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Bates, Robert E. Jr., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor and Vice Chairman of Department of Adult Restorative Dentistry
Brown, K. Birgitta, B.S., D.M.D., Instructor
DuBois, Linda M., B.S., D.D.S., M.A., Assistant Professor
Free, James D., B.S., D.D.S., Cli nical Instructor
Garcia, Robert A., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Giddings, John P., B.S., D.D.S., Cli nical Instructor
Keys, Donald A., A.B., D.D.S., Clinical Professor
King, Dennis S., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Clinical Instructor
McCabe, D. James, B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Clinical Professor
McGee, Harry E. Jr., B.S., D. D.S., Clinical Instructor
Rauscher, Bruce C., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Rinne, Vernon W., B.S.D., D.D.S., Professor
Schneider, Jack D., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Stallings, Robert C., B.Sc., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
PROSTHODONTICS SECTION
Pudwill, Myron L., D.D.S., Associate Professor, Director
Axion, Sherman, B.S., D.D.S., M.Ed., Associate Professor
Brunmeier, Richard, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant Professor
Clough, Harold E., B.A., D.D.S., M.S., Professor
Coke, Richard L., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Donovan, Uhl D., B.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor
Knodle, Jack M., B.S., D.D.S., Professor
Krejci, Robert F., B.S.D., D.D.S., Professor
Marshall, Richard P., B.S., D.D.S., Cli nical Instructor
Moseman, William D., B.S., D.D.S. , Clinical Instructor
Sivers, Joan E., B.A., D.D.S., Assistant Professor
Taylor, David T., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor
SENIOR GENERAL PRACTICE PROGRAM
Murphy, William E., B.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor, Director
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Batie, Harley W., B.Sc., D.D.S., Assistant Professor
Bower, Charles F., D.D.S., Assistant Professor
Brockley, Robert C., A.B., B.S.D., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Carlson, Norman C., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Haisch, Larry D ., D.D.S., Assistant Professor
Hasegawa, Thomas K., Jr., 8 .A., D.D.S., Instructor
Jones, Donald A., D.D.S., Ass istant Professor
Melvin, Bryan J., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Quay, Quentin Q., D .D.S., Clin ical Instructor
Treat, Vicki L., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DENTISTRY
Wood, Robert M., D.D.S., Associate Professor, Chairman of Department, Director of Ex-

tramura l Programs
Friedman, Richard 8., B.A., D.M.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor, Director, Adult Genera l

Dentistry, Un iversity Hospital
Lange, Brian M., B.S. , M.S., Ph.D., Ass istant Professor
DEPARTMENT OF DENTAL HYGIENE
Gatliff, Alta C. (Bee), B.A., Ctf. in Dental Hygiene, M.A., Assistant Professor, Cha irman of

Department
Benson, Sandra E., B.S., Ctf. in Dental Hygiene, M.S., Assistant Professor
Edstrom Constance J., B.S. in Dental Hygiene, Clinical Instructor
Hlava, Gwen L., B.S. in Dental Hygiene, M.S., Assoc iate Professor
Hunter, Julienne, B.S. in Dental Hygiene, M.A., Associate Professor
DEPARTMENT OF EN DODONTICS
James, Garth A., B.S., M.S., D.D.S., Professor, Chairman of Department
Bonness, Bryce W., A.B., B.S., D.D.S., Ctf. in Endodontics, Assistant Professor
Campbell, William H., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor
Case, Cecil C., A.B., D.D.S., Clin ical Instructor
Donlan, Kenneth J., B.S., D. D.S., Clinical Instructor
Hinrichs, Robert L., A.B., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Johnson, William T., B.A., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor
DEPARTMENT OF ORAL BIOLOGY
Brown, David G., B.Sc., Ph.D., Associate Professor and Cha irman of Department
Adams, A. Birk, 8.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Anderson, Selma 8., A.B., M.T., M.S., Consultant
Bieber, Raymond W., 8.S., M.S., Ph.D., Assoc iate Professor
Bolton, Ronald W ., B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Assoc iate Professor
Dyer, John K., B.S., M.T. (ASCP), M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Feely, Dennis E., B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Hardt, Alfred 8., B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Harn, Stanton D., B.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Jones, Timothy A., 8 .S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor
Marsh, Connell L., 8 .S., M.S., Ph.D., Professor
Shaw, David H., 8.S., M.S., Ph.D., Assoc iate Professor
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DEPARTMENT OF ORAL PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS AND RADIOLOGY
Howell, Robert M., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Professor and Chairman of Department
SECTION OF ORAL DIAGNOSIS
Dutter, Dean R., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Green, James G., 8.A., D.D.S., M.S.D., Assistant Professor
McKinty, Harlo R., 8.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor
Stewart, Carol M., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor
Vigna, Edward J., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
SECTION OF ORAL PATHOLOGY
Boon, Samuel, E., B.S., M.D., Cli nical Assista nt Professor (V)
Casey, John R., B.S., M.D., Clinical Assi~tant Professor (V)
Cohen, Donald M., B.S., D.M.D., M.S., Associate Professor
Oynek, Donald A., B.S., M.S., M. D., Clinical Assistant Professor (V)
Gammel, George E., A.B., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor (V)
Hayes, Orin R., B.S., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor (V)
Kutsch, David L., B.A., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor (V)
Lott, Ann E., B.A., M.D., Clinical Instructor (V)
Papenfuss, Harlan L., A.B., M. D., M.S., Clinical Assista nt Professor (V)
Shapiro, Robert F., B.S., M.D., Clin ical Assistant Professor (V)
Sprague, William G., 8.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor
Toalson, Larry 0., 8.A., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor (V)
SECTION OF RADIOLOGY
Johnson, Orlen N., 8.S., D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor
DIAGNOSTIC CLINICAL LABORATORIES
Strom, E. Ann, M.T. (ASCP), M.S., Assistant Professor

DEPARTMENT OF ORAL SURGERY
Davis, Leon F., D.D.S., M.S., M.D., Associate Professor and Chairman of Departme nt
Atkinson, Mildred G., R. N., Assistant Professor
Lacey, Stuart G., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Lewis, James E. S., D.D.S., Associate Professor
Martin, Max M., Jr., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Ogden, Oerryl 0 ., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Ott, Gerald R., B.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor
Peterson, Gregg A., D.D.S., M.0., Clinical Assistant Professor
Tu, Harold K., 8.A., O .M.D., M.D., Instru ctor
Wickless, James W., D .D.S., M.S., Clinical Assistant Professor
DEPARTMENT OF ORTHODONTICS
Moore, Robert N., B.S., D.D.S., Ph. D., M.S.D., Assoc iate Professor, and Chairman of
Department
Holland, Kenneth E., Sr., B.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor
Holl and, Kenneth E., Jr., D. D.S., M. S., Cli nica l Assistant Professor
McKee, T. L., B.S., D. D.S., M.S.D., Clinical Associate Professor
Moriarty, Thomas M., 8.S., D.D.S., M.S., Clinical Associate Professor
Nieberg, Lewis G., 8.A., D.D.S., M.S.D., Associate Professor
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Stevens, Clarke J., D. D.S., M.S., Clinical Assistant Professor
DEPARTMENT OF PEDODONTICS
Sullivan, Robert E., B.A., D.D.S., M.$.D., Professor and Chairman of Department
Best, Bill, C., 8 .$.D., D.D.S., M.Sc., Cli nical Assistant Professor
Gutz, Dennis P., D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor
Hedlund, Loui s M., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Ireland, Ralph L., D.D.S., 8.5., M.S., Clinical Professor (Dea n Emeritus)
Kramer, William S., 8.5.D., D.D.S., M.S.D., Professor
Kuster, Curtis G., 8.S., D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor
Wilkinson, Elvin G., B.Sc., D.D.S. , M.S., Clinical Assoc iate Professor
DEPARTMENT OF PERIODONTICS
Tussing, Gerald J., D.D.S., M.S.D., Professor and Chairman of Department
Buethe, Cynthia C., 8.$. in Dental Hygiene, M.A., Clinical Instructor
Dokken, Steven P., B.A., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Hauserman, John C., B.S., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Johnson, Georgia, K., S.S., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor
Kaldahl, Wayne B., B.A., D.D .S., Ctf. in Periodontology, Associate Professor
Kalkwarf, Kenneth L., D.D.S., M.S., Professor
Kalkwarf, Sharon R., B.S. in Dental Hygiene, Clinical Instructor
Penney, Richard l., D.D.S., Clinical Instructor
Reinhardt, Richard A., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor
Walker, James A., B.S., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor

COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER 1983-84
August 22, Mon.
August 22, Mon.
August 24-26, Wed.-Fri.
August 29, Mon.
September 5-6, Mon.-Tues
October 18, Tues.
November 24-27, Thu rs.-Sun.
December 15, Thurs.
December 16-21, Fri .-Wed.
December 21, Wed.
December 22, Thurs.

First day of academic year
First day of clinic
General registration
First semester classes begin
Student Labor Day holiday
Mid-semester scholastic reports due
Student Thanksgiving vacation
Last day of first semester classes
and cl inic
First semester exams
UNMC Commencemen t
UNL Commencement

SECOND SEMESTER 1983-84
January 9, Mon.
January 11-13, Wed.-Fri.
January 16, Mon.
March 6, Tues.
March 25-April 1, Sun.-Sun.
Apri l 2, Mon.
May 3, Thurs.
May 4, Fri.
May 7-1 1, Mon.-Fri.
May 11 , Fri.
May 12, Sat.
May 13, Sun.

First day of clinic
General registration
Second semester classes begin
Mid-semester scholastic reports due
Student spring vacation
National Board Exams (Dental Hygiene)
Last day of second semester classes
and clinic
Spring Day
Second semester exams
College Convocation
UNL Commencement
UNMC Commencement

SUMMER SESSION 1984
May 17, Thurs.
May 21, Mon.
May 28, Mon.
July 4, Wed.
July 9, Mon.
July 13, Fri.
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First day of summer clin ic
First day of summer classes
Memorial Day
Independence Day
National Board Exams - Part I,
Juniors
Last day of summer classes and
cl inic

FIRST SEMESTER 1984-85
August 27, Mon.
September 3-4, Mon. -Tu es.
November 21-25, Wed.-Sun.
December 14, Fri .

First day of classes
Labor Day vacation
Student Thanksgiving vacation
Last day of c Iasses

SECOND SEMESTER 1984-85
January 14, Mon.
March 24 -31, Sun.-Sun.
May 3, Fri.
May 10, Fri.
May 11, Sat.

First day of classes
Student spri ng vacati on
Last day of classes
College Convocation
Commencemen t

SUMMER SESSION 1985
May 16, Thu rs.
May 20, Mon.
May 27, Mon.
July 4, Thurs.
July 8, Mon.
July 12, Fri.

First day of cli nic
First day of classes
Memori al Day
Independence Day
National Board Exam (Juniors)
Last day of classes and cl inic

FIRST SEMESTER 1985- 86
August 26, Mon.
September 2-3, Mon.-Tues.
November 27-Dec. 1, Wed.-Sun.
December 13, Fri.

First Day of classes
Labor Day vacation
Student Thanksgiving vacation
Last day of classes

SECOND SEMESTER 1985- 86
January 13, Mon.
March 23 -30, Sun.-Sun.
May 2, Fri.
May 9, Fri.
May 10, Sat.

First day of classes
Student spring vacation
Last day of classes
College Convocation
Commencement

SUMMER SESSION 1986
May 15, Thurs.
May 19, Mon.
May 26, Mon.
July 4, Fri .
July 11, Fri.
July 14, Mon.

First day of cl inic
First day of classes
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Last day of classes and clini c
National Board Exam (Juniors)
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UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
THE BOARD OF REGENTS
Kermit Hansen, Omaha
Nancy Hoch, Nebraska City
Robert R. Koefoot, M .D ., G rand Island
James H. Moylan, O maha
John W. Payne, Kearn ey
Margaret Robinson, Norfolk
Edward Schwartzkopf, Lincoln
Robert G. Simmons, Jr., Scottsbluff
Matt Wallace, Student Member, UNL
Verlin Janzen, Student Member, UNMC
Ray Mandry, Student Member, UNO
William F. Swanson, Lincoln, Corporati on Secretary

UNIVERSITY-WIDE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
Ronald W , Roskens, Ph. D .% President
Alan Seagren, Ed.D.-Executi ve Vice President for Ad ministrati on
Howard W. Ottoson, Ph.D.-Executive Vice President and Provost
William F. Swanson, B.S.- Vice President for Governmental Relations

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
Charles C. Andrews, M.D.-Chancellor
James V. Griesen, Ph. D .-Vice Chancellor
Brent Stevenson- Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance
Robert D. Bartee, M .A. - Executive Assistant to the Chancellor
College of Dentistry-Henry M. Cherrick, D .D.S., Dean
College of Medicine-Alastair M. Connell, M.D., Dean
College of N ursing- Rosalee C. Yeaworth, R.N., Ph.D., Dean
College of Pharmacy- Edward B. Roche, Ph.D., Acting Dean
School of Allied Health Professions-William R. Ruegamer, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Graduate Studies-William 0. Berndt, Ph.D., Dean
U niversity Hospital and Clinic- Robert J. Baker, M .B.A. , Director
Nebraska Psychiatric Institute-M errill T. Eaton, M.D., Director
M eyer Children's Rehabilitation Institute-Bruce A. Buehler, M .D., Director
Eppley Institute for Research in Cancer and Al lied D iseases- Edward Bresnick, Ph.D., D irector
Student Services- Richard L. Moore, Ed.D., Assistant Vice Chancellor
Leon S. McGoogan Library of Medicine-Robert M. Braude, M . L.S., D irector
Center for Continuing Education- Richard L. Moore II, Ed. D ., Director
Biomedical Communications- Reba A. Benschoter, Ph.D., Director
Office of Public Affa irs-William W. Bulger, D irector
Office of Academic Records-Arnold Menning, Director
Office of Financial Aid-Robert T. Fredlund, Director
O ffice of M inority Student Affa irs-Anece Mccloud, Director
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